
Good evening. My name is Louise Barteau and I moved to West Island 3 and 1/2 years 

ago. I was looking for a peaceful place to live following the death of my husband shortly 

after our fourth wedding anniversary. Last September I rented a business condo from 

Wayne Nichols on Arsene St. for the purpose of teaching community classes in art, 

papermaking, yoga, and sculpture. On Veteranʼs Day construction began on two 

industrial wind turbines nearby. Without warning or notice of their impending arrival, I 

was thrust in the middle of a heated controversy regarding the safety and efficacy of 

industrial wind turbines. 

In early December I began the process of examining the issues behind the controversy 

in an effort to find out the truth. I read reports, watched video, traveled to turbines, 

asked questions, and talked directly to people in Falmouth and elsewhere who lived 

near industrially sized wind turbines. I traveled to Templeton, Gardner, Shelburne Falls, 

Falmouth, Kingston, Waltham, and Beacon Hill. I listened to people from Australia, New 

Zealand, Great Britain, Canada, Maine, Illinois, Virginia, New York, and Massachusetts 

who lived near turbines.

On Beacon Hill I joined others who lobbied against Governor Patrickʼs third try in three 

years to introduce legislation that would take away local control over the siting of wind 

turbines from local planning boards such as yourselves. I am pleased to report that we 

were successful. Here in Fairhaven I spoke to the School Committee, the Board of 

Public Works, the Board of Health, and at the Town Meeting. I submitted over a 

thousand pages of reports to many of these boards, including this very board. You could 

say I received a crash course in Fairhaven town politics this winter.

The first thing I learned from my research is that there is a lot of information on this 

topic. Almost a bewildering amount. And the second thing I learned is that once I began 

asking questions publicly – questions that everyone who pays taxes should be asking – 

I began to be labeled: anti-turbine crowd, you people, anti-environment, dangerous, 

radical, nazi sympathisizer, anti-wind, carbon footprint criminal, etc. etc. I, and others, 



who questioned whether turbines belonged 900 feet from peopleʼs homes, were vilified 

and ridiculed as NIMBYʼs.

At least buildings on my property werenʼt set on fire. Thatʼs what happened to a farmer 

and mechanical engineer named Hamish Cummings in Darlington, Australia when he 

took the time to ask the question - do wind farms in Australia actually reduce carbon 

emissions? He spent two years asking questions and compiling data about fuel 

consumption at coal fired power plants once wind farms were added to the electrical 

grid.

That should have been a no-brainer, right? When the wind is blowing and the wind 

turbines are turning - coal consumption should be reduced and subsequently, carbon 

emissions should also be reduced. But thatʼs not what Hamish Cummings found. He 

found that coal consumption was not reduced. This was verified by the data, by the 

operators of these plants and by other independent engineers. In addition to having 

several buildings on his farm burnt to the ground, he and his family also received death 

threats, as well as an offer from the wind industry for $500,000 for his silence. Which he 

turned down, I am grateful to report.

So why is he continuing to speak out? Why am I speaking out? Why are people in 

Kingston, Falmouth, Fairhaven, and Scituate speaking out? Why are people in Australia, 

New Zealand, Great Britain, France, Italy, the Netherlands, Denmark, Canada, Illinois, 

Michigan, Vermont, NY, Maine, Rhode Island, Cape Cod and the Berkshires, speaking 

out? Because we are all part of a worldwide conspiracy against wind? As ridiculous as 

that sounds, thatʼs what the wind industry wants you to believe. I believe we are 

continuing to speak out despite threats and intimidation because it is the right thing to 

do, and because we are trying to get at the truth.

In order to do that, I found it helpful to apply certain questions and standards to the 

information I found about wind turbines. What (or who) is the source of the information? 

Do they stand to gain from the information? Is the information from different sources 



contradictory or in agreement? Are there patterns in the information? Is there an 

objective way to evaluate whether it is true?  Is it based on assumptions or proof? Is it 

based on modeling or data? Does it tell the whole story? Is the information shared in an 

open and transparent atmosphere or is the atmosphere restrictive and defensive?

So I applied these questions to the claims being made in the information that I found. 

The first set of claims that I looked at are made primarily by the wind turbine industry.

Claims:

Wind turbines provide clean, green energy.

Wind turbines are necessary to reduce our independence on foreign oil.

Wind turbines do not affect people’s health negatively.

WInd turbines do not produce infrasound (also: infrasound can’t hurt us because 

we can’t hear it.)

People who live near wind turbines are part of a world wide conspiracy, as are 

others who speak out about it, paid for by the oil and gas lobby.

Sources:

Wind Developers (like Shah, Sweeney, Deane)

People who work in the industry

Acousticians that work for wind developers

Drs that do not examine or interview people who live near wind turbines 

 (like Dr. R. McCunney who spoke at the town forum)

MASS Clean Energy Collaborative 

Tech Environmental - (working for Fairhaven Wind’s lawyers)

MASS DEP/DPH’s expert panel

AWEA, CANWEA



The second set of claims are primarily made by ordinary citizens and independent 

experts.

Claims:

Wind turbines affect people’s health negatively.

Wind turbines produce infrasound which can have a negative impact on people’s 

health.

Wind turbines have a negative effect on the environment including but not limited 

to bird and bat deaths and the destruction of the watersheds when placed on 

ridgelines.

Wind turbines do not substantially reduce carbon emissions.

Wind turbines produce prohibitively expensive electricity and if they did not 

receive heavy federal and state subsidies including long-term contracts, they 

would not be viable.

Sources:

•People who live near wind turbines: Australia, UK, Denmark, France, the Netherlands, 

 Spain, Canada, US: Illinois, Michigan, Maine, NY, Massachusetts: Falmouth, 

 Scituate, Kingston, Fairhaven

•People who abandon their homes after they become ill when turbines are built nearby

•Drs who examine, interview, and care for people who live near wind turbines:

 Drs: Laurie, Harry, McMurtry, Nissenbaum, Pierpont and others

•Independent acousticians with wind turbine expertise: Steven Ambrose, Robert Rand, 

 Rick James 

•Medical researchers on infrasound: Dr. Salt, Dr. Alves Perreira, and others.

•Property appraiser Michael McCann 

 http://www.knowledgestream.org/kstream/item.asp?item_id=8862

• Actual data driven science: MacPherson report; Bulletin of Science, Technology, and 

Society; Journal Nature, SCADA data, etc.

•Independent energy investigators, economists, consultants, and writers:  Boone, Stacy, 

Cummings, Hughes, etc.

http://www.knowledgestream.org/kstream/item.asp?item_id=8862
http://www.knowledgestream.org/kstream/item.asp?item_id=8862


The first set of claims made primarily by the wind industry, do not hold up well under 

scrutiny. Actual science increasingly shows that estimates of carbon savings, when 

measured and not modeled, are mostly overstated. Foreign oil dependence is a red 

herring, as we currently only use oil for 1% of our electricity needs. Infrasound has been 

shown to be harmful to people’s health by multiple investigations in the aviation industry, 

the US Navy, and the investigations into sick-building syndrome.

The second set of claims stands up well to scrutiny and contains the most data-driven 

science. The single fact that people abandon their homes near wind turbines should set 

off all of our alarms because people do not willingly abandon their homes without a 

good reason. They would resell them first, but often find there are no takers.

I found over and over again that those with nothing or little to gain, independent 

thinkers, and those who actually have the experience of living near wind turbines are 

discredited over and over again for questioning the claims of the wind industry - starting 

with the question - do wind turbines actually reduce carbon emissions in any meaningful 

way that would justify ruining peopleʼs quality of life, the lives of bats and migratory 

birds, the enormous turbine footprint in previously conserved and rural land, and the 

actual cost to our pocketbooks from subsidies at the state and federal level as well as 

sky-rocketing electric bills?

Which brings me to the reason I am here tonight. I am here to ask the planning board to 

seriously examine and consider ALL of the available information - starting with the 

assumption that wind turbines belong in Fairhaven. Other towns here in MA and on the 

South Coast HAVE asked these questions. Many have appointed advisory boards to 

study the evidence over a period of months, often accompanied by a moratorium while 

the evidence has been carefully examined for the purpose of re-writing or writing new 

by-laws. Others have rejected wind turbines outright through a Town Meeting article 

after examining the evidence carefully. Other towns have relied on the height limitations 

of their existing zoning laws, and avoided creating wind energy by-laws altogether. If 



wind energy is such a great idea with no health effects or issues, why are towns like 

Dartmouth and Mattapoisett, saying NO to wind? And why are we saying yes?

Here in Fairhaven our wind energy facilities by-laws is a three page document prepared 

and adopted in 2004, that begins with overtly stating that the purpose is to encourage 

the use of wind energy while minimizing the impact on property values and to protect 

health and safety. In comparing these by-laws with the current science and the current 

experience of citizens here in Fairhaven, I find these by-laws do not, as stated, offer the 

citizens in Fairhaven protection from harm as evidenced by the experience of people 

who actually live near them. They do, however, welcome the wind industry with open 

arms. The setback (height of the turbine to the tip of the blade - limit of tower 350 ft.) 

and 60 decibel noise level limits are some of the most liberal anywhere- not just here in 

MA but anywhere in the world turbines are being built.

After nine months spent reviewing the claims by both the wind industry and by those 

who oppose the proliferation of wind turbines, I make the following observations to the 

Planning Board. These conclusions and suggestions are completely my own. Although 

sometimes I do speak for others, tonight I am not speaking for anyone else.

1. The Planning Board should consider appointing an independent advisory panel to 

examine the scientific evidence regarding the economics, health, and safety, of wind 

turbines. They should further consider enacting a moratorium on all wind development 

in Fairhaven while the advisory panel is meeting. This panel should ask questions that 

include economics, health, noise, sound, safety, and property values – issues that are 

being experienced by those living near wind turbines. This advisory panel could and 

should be accompanied by a moratorium on wind development. The Attorney General 

has recently upheld the moratorium for the same purpose in Buckland. (I apologize for 

not knowing the correct procedure when I asked for a moratorium vote in Town Meeting 

this spring, but I trust that you all do know the correct procedure.)



2. The Planning Board should ask those who are presently living near the existing 

turbines to share their actual experiences of what it has been like for them since May, 

2012. I gave Bill Roth two documents to copy for the board to read. The article by 

Carl Philips, from Harvard School of Public Health explains why it is scientifically 

necessary to consider the first hand reports of experience as data. The second 

document, the McPherson report contains scientifically valid measurement of 

infrasound from wind turbines as measured in a home in Falmouth. (The family who 

lived in the house they studied have since moved out, unable to tolerate the effects 

they experienced living with turbines.) If you donʼt read anything else about turbines 

this fall - please read these two documents.

3. Revised by-laws should include a property value guarantee (PVG) for up to 3 miles 

as recommended by the expert appraiser Michael McCann, who has specifically 

worked on property values near turbines. Some nearby communities have credited 

him with properly framing the economic question of what the actual loss in value of 

the tax base would be if turbines went up. He analyzed potential property value loss 

with the ensuing tax loss in Nantucket this year, after which they voted against 

turbines in Town Meeting.

4. Revised by-laws should include setbacks of at least 1.24 miles (2km) in order to rule 

out the majority of severe responses to turbine sound, as suggested by Rick James, 

a highly respected independent acoustician working with those who live near 

turbines.

5. Revised by-laws should include pre- and post construction monitoring of sound, paid 

for by the developer, but from an independent acoustician - not firms who are working 

hand-in-hand with wind developers and their lawyers, as Tech Environmental has.

This morning at 8:36 am I received the following email from Kerry Kearney of Plymouth, 

MA. Like me, he is another citizen who is concerned about the health of his community. 

Like me he has committed a serious amount of time to this issue. And like me, and 



many others, he is a volunteer, donating his time, money and energy to protect his 

community. Here is what he had to say:

The [Plymouth] Planning Board voted 3-2 to support a 2 year moratorium on our wind 
energy bylaw...with one condition.  They will continue to accept applications for special 
permits in areas that are zoned industrial and commercial, but not residential, village 
centers or waterfront.  Not exactly what we wanted, but still an important win.  To have 
this written into law, we still have to convince town meeting and get a 2/3 vote.

 I want to express my thanks to everyone who came to the Plymouth Planning meeting 
and spoke on our behalf.  Without Dave Dardi's (Scituate), Neil Anderson's, and Dave 
Moriarty's first hand accounts, I don't think we would have won.  They were compelling.  
I especially liked the statements that, "This is not some kind of conspiracy.  We have 
better things to do with our time than speak at various town meetings.  This is real, and 
you should be very concerned."  While it's truly unfortunate that Dave D and his 
neighbors have joined the ranks of those living with a turbine, his story helps those in 
Falmouth that have sometimes been persecuted as if they were complaining just to 
complain.  You guys did a fantastic job, and Plymouth has you to thank for the next 2 
years of breathing room.

I hope Fairhaven’s Planning Board will consider taking a similar action after listening 

carefully to those, who are right now, in this town, living a nightmare. After attending 

several meetings of the Fairhaven and Falmouth Boards of Health, and listening to what 

people are experiencing right now in Fairhaven, Falmouth, Kingston and Scituate, I am 

convinced that we need to act now to prevent further harm to the town’s residents and 

the town’s tax base. 

And then we need to come together to listen to and to help those who are already 

suffering. Thank you for your service and your time.

        Louise Barteau
        5 Fishermans Rd.
        Fairhaven, MA 
        lbarteau@comcast.net


